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Abstract 
The frequency, sum of money and scope of transnational mergers made by Chinese firms are growing. This paper, 
based on the ESP paradigm in FDI, analyzes the impact of non-economic factors such as politics, law, national 
awareness, public opinion and the union’s forces upon transnational mergers. In the meanwhile, the paper makes 
effort to propose some countermeasures. 
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1. Introduction 
The industry of energy is special in that it is a strategic industry that involves national security. 
Therefore, host governments will usually have some limitation on the mergers imposed by foreign firms ; 
and they might impose non-market conduct such as confiscation and nationalization even after merger. 
With the rapid  development o f Chinese economy and the quicken step of internationalizat ion process, the 
transnational mergers by Chinese energy firms is growing pretty fast. China M&A Market Report 2009 by 
Zero21PO Research reveals that in over 20 industries involved in Chinese transnational mergers, oil and 
gas industry list No.1 in  transaction amount. For instance, the acquisition made by Sinopec Group over 
Addax is the one that involves the biggest amount in Chinese energy and resources firms.   
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However, transnational mergers, unlike those happening in motherland, face more complex 
environment and are in fluenced by many non-economic factors. The prev ious mergers reveal that the host 
governments did very stringent investigation on Chinese energy and resources firms before mergers and 
required very rigorous transaction conditions during mergers and that Chinese firm generally lacks in  
international operation experiences and integration capability in post merger phase.  
This paper intends to use ESP paradigm in FDI as theoretical foundation, analyses the influences  of 
non-economic factors upon transnational mergers, and puts forward corresponding countermeasures.  
2. Related Theories 
The most typical theory about FDI is Dunning’s OIL model. According to Dunning, apart from 
advantage of ownership and internalizat ion, location advantage is also important. That is to say, his OIL 
model is a parad igm that emphasizes the advantage of ownership, internalization and location. Before that, 
in 1973, Dunning classified location factor into four sub factors: market factor, trade barrier, cost factor, 
and investment environment. Michael E. Porter, in his Competitive Advantage of Nations, pointed out a 
paradigm of "diamond" of national advantage. According to Porter, a multinational company who 
chooses to make FDI and international p roduction in a specific country will usually  have ownership 
advantage. Kiyoshi Koiiman, on the basis of absolute cost advantage and comparative cost advantage 
theory, proposed the theory of comparat ive advantage in FDI, emphasizing the influence of locatio n on 
FDI and partly explaining the phenomenon of FDI made by developed countries to developing countries.  
The theories mentioned above mainly focus on the advantages owned by the investment principal. 
However, FDI, from a macroscopic perspective, could occur only in the premise that the objective of host 
country and that of multinational company match each other. The host government will make a series of 
investment attracting policy, which will not only encourage the participation of foreign fund in domestic 
economic construction, but also protect national economy from the threat of foreign fund. Therefore, 
investment principals, instead of determin ing their investment model solely by advantages of ownership, 
internalizat ion, and location, must choose appropriate entering model under the restriction of host 
government. Only those foreign companies meeting the requirements of host country are qualified to 
make the entrance. The parad igm of ESP is exactly an investment paradigm intending to make a match 
between foreign investment and host government policy. 
The paradigm of ESP is an analytical model firstly proposed by Koopman and Montias, two 
comparative economists, in 1971. Under this paradigm, environment, system, and policy have great 
impact on multinational company’s investment direction, location placement in international production, 
and production and operation strategy and its effect. Later, Dunning, in his Multinational Enterprises and 
the Global Economy in 1992, exp lained this paradigm in  detail and us ed it to analyze relat ionship 
between host country and multinational company.  
Therefore, ESP system, including environment, system, and policies in host country, and the behavior 
of multinational company are two decisive variables that together influence location choosing in FDI, the 
former decid ing the demand of host country on FDI and the latter decid ing the supply of foreign  fund. In 
Table 1, some main components of ESP and their corresponding effect are listed.  
Table 1. Main components of ESP and their corresponding effect 
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 Economic environment System  Policies  
Components  Human resource, technology 
resource, natural resource, 
economic development stage, 
background of culture and 
history 
Free enterprise system, planned 
enterprise system, hybrid 
system, alliance with other 
country 
Macroscopic policy(financial, 
monetary, and exchange rate policy), 
micro policy (industry, trade, and 
competition policy), general 
policy(e.g. education and 
consumption), and FDI policy 
Effect  Structure and level of 
production(primary  level, 
industrialization, or 
specialization) 
Decision structure, the 
preference in doing 
international business, resource 
distribution under the control of 
market, and nationalism 
The form and degree of government 
intervention, control, and requirement 
on performance 
The theories and researches about FDI mentioned above all made attempt to explain the behavior of 
multinational company from different perspective. Considering the current situation of t ransnational 
mergers made by Chinese energy firms and the factors influencing the success of these mergers in reality, 
in this paper, the authors hold that the ESP paradigm can explain FDI in a better way. 
3. Analysis on Non-Economic Factors Influencing Transnational Mergers by Chinese Energy Firms 
  Non-economic factors are factors happening when the host government intends to protect local firms 
and political and economic security, to intervene the merger by foreign firms using governmental 
authority, and setup various political barriers. Furthermore, non-economic factors also include factors of 
laws, national consciousness, and union. These non-economic factors usually play a decisive role in the 
success of transnational merger. The risk of ignoring these factors is huge. 
According to the theory of comprehensive driver by Richard, transnational investment cannot be 
interpreted solely by economic variables, non-economic factors also play significant role. Zhou Tiejun 
and Liu Chuanzhe, in 2010, used the total amount of China’s FDI and the ratio of amount  of energy 
investment to total amount as variables  and used the paradigm of ESP for reference when choosing 
independent variables. The result of their research proved that many non -economic factors based on ESP 
paradigm play a decisive role in the transaction result of Chinese energy firms’ transnational mergers.  
3.1. Political and ideological factor 
 In transnational operation, state sovereignty, stability of government's policy, and economic 
nationalism are generally viewed as the cause of polit ical risk in host country. For instance, Americans 
psychologically hold strong prejudice over the existence of Chinese firms, doubting the political intention 
of Chinese firms’ merger over American firms and the equality  of the mergers, for most of these Chinese 
firms are state-owned. Americans equate the behavior of state-owned enterprises to that of Chinese 
government and consider the mergers as one of Chinese political tactics. For this reason and others , 
Chinese large scaled international mergers are often, if not always, encountered to political intervention 
by host government and end in the middle. 
In addition, due to their worry about decreased competition, increased monopoly, and the transfer of 
benefit to foreign firms, many developing countries feel hostile to the merger of foreign firms over local 
firms; especially those well run local firms. In 2002, Petro China bided for Stimul Petro Corporation. In 
the last minute of the merger, Russian government and business together froze out Chinese firms and 
forced Petro China to give up the merger.  
3.2. Legal factor 
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Currently, over 60 countries have anti-trust law and admin istration institutions. But the emphasis, 
standard, and procedure of admin istration are different, which brings a lot of trouble even conflict for 
transnational mergers, costs more days, and increases merger cost including tens of million of dollars for 
legal and administrative fee. The legal barriers exist in both pre-merger stage and post-merger stage. For 
pre-merger stage, companies have to understand legal regulations concerning, for instance, Competition 
Law, Antitrust Law, Security Exchange Act, and so on; for post-merger stage, they have to understand 
laws and regulations about environment, intellectual property, labor force, contract management, 
company administration, , and social security, and so on. Chinese companies are short of experiences in 
this part and often overlook underlying difficulties, which is a main reason for failure in merger. 
3.3. National consciousness, public opinion, and labor union factor 
Large-scaled merger may strengthen national consciousness of local people who will not only worry 
about the impact of merger on their national industry but also feel hurt of their national pride. The 
mergers made by Chinese firms have already aroused alert in host country because of the concentration 
and frequency of the merger. In addition, the powerful labor union such as that in Europe, America, and 
Korea, is one factor that cannot be neglected. The offensive speeches and responses made by some press 
circles also play its part in impeding the implementation of mergers by Chinese energy firms.  
4. Corresponding Countermeasures 
4.1. Conduct sufficient investigation, communication, and lobby 
First of all, Chinese companies should make sufficient estimate about possible interference factors 
before the merger. Based on the evaluation result, they may  try to avoid p rojects with strong political and 
legal barriers. 
Secondly, clarify  principal benefit of the merger to host country, which is the most favorable chip in 
the communication and negotiation with host government. 
Finally, after noticing the benefit to host country, the company should through different channels 
strengthen communication with host government and try to obtain governmental support. Getting the 
acquiescence even the support will great ly decrease polit ical risk for the merger. Meanwhile, it will be 
helpful to conduct appropriate propaganda and canvassing to public and media.   
4.2. Choose insensitive area to conduct merger 
Energy investment is investment in  strategic resource. The purpose of this type of oversea investment, 
to some extent, is to control strategic resource in host country in order to meet demand for scarce resource 
in one’s own country. For this reason, the company should try to choose insensitive area to conduct 
merger, so that political risk could be reduced and political barriers be possibly avoided.   
4.3. Strengthen legalization and institutionalization  
Chinese market economy started relatively late, with laws and regulations still unsound and market 
economy system still far from normalization. For historical and realistic reason, the legal force in Chinese 
companies is mainly composed of young people, with most of them short of experience in complex 
international contract negotiation. Additionally, the multinational operation and different regulation 
system in different countries make the merger more complex. 
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4.4. Adopt cooperative merger 
Due to the sensitivity in energy industry, Chinese company can choose to establish joint venture with 
target companyˈand cooperate with it in the explo itation and utilizat ion of the energy. Or it  could find a 
partner, especially a local one, to make the bid together, which is a new trend in oversea merger. For 
example, in 2009, China Petro, together with BP of the UK, made a successful bid for Rumaila Oil Field 
of Iraq. Despite the thin profit of 2 dollars per barrel, sound foundation was laid for future cooperation. 
4.5. Adopt localization in operation and actively take social responsibility 
Chinese companies can obtain ownership by overtaking oversea companies, but it doesn ’t necessarily 
mean that they would have to appoint their fellow people to administrate the acquired company. 
Furthermore, companies should get along well with local communities, strengthen their consciousness of 
social responsibility, present active feedback to local society, operate in harmony with local social cu lture, 
and decrease offensive mood held by local people.  
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